Abstract
Nineteenth-century Greece witnessed a process in which overt condemnation and exclusion of Byzantium from the narrative of Hellenism gradually gave way to acceptance, integration, and, finally, positive reappraisal. The latter became a true celebration in some writings of Periklis Yannopoulos. One aspect of the debate on Byzantium concerned the "value" of Byzantine art and was part of the wider discourse on what constituted a "truly Greek art." This was often defined as art that expressed a particularly "Greek aesthetic." With regard to the latter, much of the critical writing in the nineteenth century initially focused on simple references to subject matter and literary associations. As the century proceeded, such discourse became more sophisticated, incorporating European philosophical notions, such as the concept of the relation between art and its environment. In Yannopoulos's work, behind often erratic and even delirious exhortations, we encounter an all-encompassing negotiation and integration of the existing notions into a systematized whole. More importantly, we find a highly sophisticated theoretical construction, within which the Greek aesthetic is defined in terms of essential qualities -such as line and color.
Nikolaos Gyzis occupied a central place in Yannopoulos's writings, where he was declared to be a true master. Even though Gyzis spent most of his adult life and working years in Munich, his work-particularly his late painting-engaged in a dialogue and gave visual expression to many of the same notions that were expounded by Yannopoulos. The latter's work announced (as well as provided much raw material for) equivalent discussions in early-twentieth-century Greece, which culminated in the aesthetic and artistic discourse of the 1930s.
East versus West, or the place of Byzantium in the Neohellenic narrative
The place to be accorded to the Byzantine era, in the greater historical and cultural trajectory of Hellenism, was among the main issues that were tackled, in both political and cultural arenas, in nineteenthcentury Greece. The dominant ideology of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth-century Greek Enlightenment had condemned Byzantium as an era of decadence, decline, and, at best, an anomaly in the "history of Hellenism." This position, which had largely derived from eighteenth-century neoclassical ideology, was carried over into the newly established Greek state in the third decade of the nineteenth century. A German brand of neoclassicism became the official ideology of the new kingdom, an ideology that was quite distinct from the French-influenced thought of the Greek Enlightenment, and one that is best described as "romantic Hellenism." It shared with the Greek Enlightenment, however, the idealization of classical Greece and a subsequent desire to "revive" its glory, as well as-at least initially-a strong aversion toward Byzantium.
For many scholars in the newly established state, there was an imperative need and urgency to (re)establish the link between modern Greeks and their ancient ancestors, which was declared to have been severed during the Ottoman centuries. In their eyes, the most obvious road through which such a reestablishment would be achieved was the formation of political and cultural ties with Europe, which was regarded as the modern-day inheritor of the glorious culture that once was Greece. By establishing ties with the West, therefore, Greeks were essentially reestablishing ties with their "own tradition." With regard to the arts in particular, this was the position adopted in the first in a series of articles written after independence to address these issues.
This article, entitled «PoÊ speÊdei h t°xnh tvn EllAEnvn thn sAEmeron;» ("Where is Greek Art Heading Today?"), was published in Belgrade in 1845. It had been written in Paris two years earlier, in Greek, by Stephanos Koumanoudis (1818-99) , an important intellectual of nineteenth-century Greece. 1 Koumanoudis argued for the emulation of contemporary European painting and sculpture, which he saw as a continuation of ancient Greek art, especially after it acquired "the seal of artistic perfection" («thn sfrag¤da thw kallit°xnou entele¤aw») (Koumanoudis 1995:238) within the neoclassical milieu. He advocated creation of a "national" art by following European religious art, portraiture, and especially historical painting, which "promises to provide us with a multitude of national settings" («upÒsxetai na maw par°jh plAEyow eikÒnvn eynik≈n upoy°sevn»), as well as landscape and Genre painting (1995:248-249) . For Koumanoudis, "mother nature," ancient Greek art, and contemporary European arts should be the three sources for a new Greek art, the creation of which would be the best way to respond to those who pointed to an alleged "state of corruption" of contemporary Greeks, and to the supposed absence of any genuine traces of classical heritage within current Greek culture (1995:249-250) . To prove these allegations untrue, not only did contemporary Greeks need to reestablish contact with their "true nature" («id¤an hm≈n fÊsin»), but they also had to rid themselves of the "eastern yoke of immobility" («ton AnatolikÒn thw stastimÒthtow zugÒn»). They should join the peoples of Europe in their striving for progress and continuous mobility (1995:250-251) . In declaring war against the "Eastern" elements in Greek society, Koumanoudis does not simply refer to the culture that developed under the Ottomans, but more importantly to that of the Byzantine era as well. The article is highly polemical against Byzantium, as the representative of the "eastern (or oriental) spirit," which he declared to be anti-naturalistic and anti-sensual. He is highly critical of Byzantine art, which he considers responsible for the "ascetic death of the flesh" («thn askhtikAEn n°krvsin thw sarkÒw») in the arts (1995:242) .
Such exhortations, by Koumanoudis and others, were to prove insufficient, however, to counteract those who tried to deny modern Greek claims to ancestry. European Philhellenism (at least, in its more romantic and idealistic aspects) had portrayed modern Greeks as the true descendants of those glorious ancients. Greek Enlightenment thinkers, as well as other Greeks who had envisioned Greece's liberations from the Ottomans, had emphasized this "sacred" linkage, and had promoted the notion that once Greeks were free they would eventually rise to a cultural status that would be worthy of their ancestors. As the nineteenth century wore on, however, more voices were heard (most prominent among them that of Jacob Fallmerayer 2 ) that directly questioned the "Greekness" of modern Greeks. The latter realized that such theories would not be "proved" wrong simply by achievement of a new great culture. It now became imperative to "demonstrate" an unbroken Hellenic continuity. More scientific methods were called for, which resulted in the establishment of Greek historiography and, later on, folklore studies (laographía).
In 1857, the historian Spyridon Zambelios (1815-81) published his Byzantine Studies (Buzantina¤ Mel°tai), where he further developed the position on Greek history that had already been expressed in the prologue to his earlier (1852) publication, Popular Songs of Greece (Å Asmata Dhmotikã thw Ellãdow). This was the tripartite scheme of Greek history: Antiquity, Middle Ages (Byzantium), and the Modern era. In his earlier collection, he had already coined the term "Hellenochristian" («ellhnoxristianikÒw»), in order to define the two main threads that ran through contemporary Greek civilization. He sought to strike a balance between the importance of classical Greece-emphasized by Greek Enlightenment thinkers-and that of Byzantium, which had so far been condemned by Enlightenment ideology, the historical theories of Edward Gibbon, and imported Bavarian neoclassicism. Zambelios's historical scheme was further developed, and given its greatest exposition, by historian and professor at the University of Athens, Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos (1815-91), in his magnum opus History of the Greek Nation (Istor¤a tou EllhnikoÊ ÄEynouw), published 1860-76 (an earlier, shorter version had been published in 1853). The most prominent outcome of the "continuity" discourse was the rehabilitation of Byzantium within the greater historical narrative of Hellenism.
This rehabilitation is reflected even in the writings of scholars who exhibited a hostile attitude toward the Byzantine era. In an 1853 speech, at the anniversary of the founding of the University of Athens, Koumanoudis voiced the familiar criticisms against Byzantium: the nation's state of "pitiful ignorance," and the "deep sleep" into which the people had fallen 3 (quoted and translated in Zakythinos 1976:195) . Yet, despite these and other adverse comments, Byzantium's place in the "Hellenic continuity" was not questioned, as had been the case earlier in the century. Moreover, Koumanoudis pointed to the need actually to study Byzantium, since the latter is important in this scheme of "continuity" (Vitti 1987:233-234, note 12) . Similar notions were expressed by Lysandros Kaftantzoglou (1811-85), a prominent architect, who was the director of the Polytechnic School between 1843-62. In an 1855 article, on the occasion of the exhibition of the artworks that were to be sent to the International Paris Exposition, Kaftantzoglou wrote of the "decadent Greek art" («parhk-masm°nhw ellhnikAEw t°xnhw») in his reference to Byzantine art (quoted in Baroutas 1990:25) . 4 In accordance with such views, Kaftantzoglou was among the most prominent advocates of the "modernization" (that is, "westernization") of religious art in Greece. This called for the introduction of such elements as perspective and "naturalistic" anatomy into Byzantine religious prototypes. While such changes had taken place in Eptanesian (Ionian) art during the eighteenth century, they did not occur on the mainland until after the establishment of the Greek kingdom. The Bavarian regime, which reigned in Greece from the 1830s until 1863, supported such reforms, which were also actively promoted by the painter Ludwig Thiersch , through his teaching at the Arts School between 1852-55.
Such attitudes toward Byzantium, as well as the particular call for a reformed Church painting by the likes of Kaftantzoglou and Thiersch, did not go entirely unchallenged, however. In 1853 the newspaper Ai≈n launched an attack against the appointment of Thiersch to the post of professor of painting at the Polytechnic, as well as against a commission for the artist to decorate the "Russian Church" in Athens (Baroutas 1990:22-23) . It was perhaps the first time that such a clear and strong reaction against the "reformation" of Church art along Western lines was publicly voiced. The newspaper argued that Western artists (such as Thiersch) were incapable of comprehending the "spirit and form" («to pneÊma kai to sxAEma») of Greek religious art. It was claimed, moreover, that national identity might be lost altogether, not merely in the arts but in every aspect of life, by the introduction of such foreign ideas and institutions (reprinted in Baroutas 1990:23, note 19). 5 In this debate over Byzantium in general, and Byzantine art in particular, writings from earlier periods were brought in as support. The most important were two treatises on art written in the early part of the eighteenth century-one by the monk Dionysios of Fourna and the other by the painter Panayotis Doxaras. While neither of these works was published at the time they were written, both were appropriated in the latter part of the nineteenth century within the debate over Byzantium and Neohellenic identity.
An important role in the survival of Byzantine hagiography has been fulfilled by treatises-or "codes"-which detailed technical aspects and thematic genres as they had been traditionally promulgated. The most famous of these writings is the Ermhne¤a thw ZvgrafikAEw T°xnhw (The Interpretation of Painting), written between 1728-34, by Dionysios of Fourna (c. 1670-1745), a monk who lived and worked on Mt. Athos at various times from the late seventeenth through the first half of the eighteenth century. When the Ermhne¤a was first published in Greece, by Konstantinos Simonidis in 1853, it was largely a forgery. Simonidis presented it as his own discovery of an original fifteenth-century manuscript.
6 He used the title Ermhne¤a tvn Zvgrãfvn and printed on the cover that it was written in 1458. Not only did he add several passages of his own, either expanding existing ones or inserting entirely new sections, 7 but he also tried to alter Dionysios's language into a more "archaic" idiom, in order to reinforce his claim for a Byzantine manuscript. 8 This points to the increasing importance placed on the need to "rediscover" Byzantium. Simonidis's forged manuscript went into a second edition in 1885 in Athens. The authentic manuscript was finally published in 1909 in St. Petersburg by Papadopoulos-Kerameus. In its capacity as a testament to an aspect of Byzantine tradition that might had been lost otherwise, Dionysios's manuscript became, through its nineteenth-century appropriation, a valuable asset to those who strove to establish Byzantium as an integral part of the Hellenic discourse.
Of equal importance, but to those who took a different view of Hellenism, was Panayotis Doxaras's Per¤ Zvgraf¤aw (About Painting). Doxaras (1662 Doxaras ( -1729 , who lived most of his life in the Eptanesa, is the painter credited with the "break" from the Byzantine artistic tradition. Per¤ Zvgraf¤aw, which was written in 1726, is in the form of an instruction manual addressed to young artists. The treatise amounts to an exaltation of European art, and throughout abounds with references to European artists, especially High Renaissance Italian painters. In contrast, apart from a brief allusion to what Doxaras calls the "old Painters," whose work he considers to be "dry, hard and Coptic" («jura¤w, sklhra¤w kai koptika¤w») (Doxaras 1871:5) , there are no references regarding Byzantium or Byzantine art.
Such references abound, however, in the prologue to the main text, written by Spyridon Lambros (1851 Lambros ( -1919 , when the work was published in 1871. Lambros bemoans the state of the arts in Greece during the Ottoman years, a state which, he asserts, had already been "barbarized due to Byzantine lack of artistic sensibility" («AEdh apobebarbarvm°nhn upÒ thw buzantinAEw afilokal¤aw») (Doxaras 1871:eÄ) . Even though he acknowledges the importance of Dionysios's Ermhne¤a-another indication of the resonance of the latter work in nineteenth-century Greece-he argues that Doxaras's treatise was of greater importance. This is because he considers Dionysios's work to be lacking the theoretical dimension found in that of Doxaras who had "decided" that the time was ripe to introduce to Greece a "more perfect" («teleivt°raw») art form, which would shake local art out of its slumber and rid it of its "detestable" («sikxantã») works (Doxaras 1871:leÄ-mÄ) . Despite Lambros's condemnation of Byzantium, and his dislike of Byzantine art, there are indications in his prologue of the ambivalent attitude toward Byzantium that existed in the latter part of the nineteenth century. He finds it "touching," for instance, that the arts, despite highly unfavorable circumstances, managed to survive in Greece during the Ottoman years in the form of religious painting, albeit a "crude" and "vulgar" («banausourgÒn») form (Doxaras 1871:zÄ) . More interestingly, he criticizes the state for preserving or restoring only classical antiquities, and he urges the rescue of "medieval paintings" («°rgvn tvn kayÉ hmãw m°svn ai≈nvn») from the numerous abandoned small churches in Attica, before they are destroyed along with the collapsing chapels (Doxaras 1871:iwÄ-izÄ).
Lambros went on to become a major scholar (apart from his literary production) in late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century Greece. Most of his work concentrated on medieval and modern Greek history and culture, and he is considered today among the "most important researchers" of these eras (Solomou 1990:170) . 9 His later contribution to Byzantium's rehabilitation within modern Greek discourse is in sharp contrast to his earlier anti-Byzantinism, however ambivalent that earlier position had been. An early indication of his changed attitude toward Byzantium is offered by an article from 1881, entitled «O IhsoÊw tou Pans°lhnou.» 10 By then, he no longer considered Byzantine art as an expression of cultural decline and corruption. Instead, he claims that the art of that era is "treated with contempt, and is slandered because it is very little known; we do not doubt that if it becomes better known, it will not only be liked, but it will be imitated by [contemporary] artists, even in the West" (quoted in Baroutas 1990:72) . Moreover, Lambros attacked contemporary Greek religious pictures, calling them "monstrous, [and] lacking any artistic sensibility" («ejam-bl≈mata esterhm°na pãshw filokal¤aw») (Baroutas 1990:72) . Apparently, he was referring to the type of "westernized" religious painting that was promoted by Kaftantzoglou, Thiersch, and others.
Lambros's change of attitude toward Byzantine art was not unique; the case of G. E. Mavroyannis was another such instance, albeit less pronounced. Mavroyannis (1823 Mavroyannis ( -1906 , who taught history of art at the Polytechnic's School of Fine Arts between 1876-78, was one of the few nineteenth-century Greek writers who occupied themselves systematically with art criticism. In the majority of his writings, Mavroyannis attacked Byzantine art, declaring it a case of "barbarization of art" («ekbarbãrvsiw thw t°xnhw»), and of cultural decline (Baroutas 1990:34, 104) . In 1863 he published an article entitled «Per¤ BuzantinoÊ RuymoÊ» ("On the Byzantine Style"). Here he offered a history of the cyclical development of Greek art, from its "Aegean style" beginnings (a "hard and monotonous style"-«sklhroÊ kai monÒtonou aighnitikoÊ ruymoÊ»-close to that of Egypt) to its highest stage of perfection, in Classical Greece. From there on, it declined during the Macedonian years, became crude and vulgar in Roman times, finally to reemerge in the Byzantine era ("serving a new religion"-«uphr°tiw n°aw yrhske¤aw») in a form that was very close and similar to the original "Aegean style" (Mavroyannis 1863:17) . He found, however, only negative elements in Byzantine art: complete ignorance of anatomy, no rules of perspective, no symmetry, heavy coloring, no shading, and lack of expression of passions. It was, therefore, "a barbaric art, . . . born in a barbaric era" («bãrbarow t°xnh, . . . gennhye¤sa eiw bãrbaron epoxAEn,» 1863:17). Mavroyannis's effort to counter those who believed that the Byzantine style was specifically invented and is most suitable for religious art is another indication that the discussion over Byzantine art had already been going on for some time. For Mavroyannis, it was impossible to attribute any notion of "intention" to Byzantine art because, he believed, "intention" is an attribute of great art, which, in turn, is a product of a great culture. Byzantine art, on the contrary, was the product of what he saw as a decadent era, while "products of artistic greatness appear only in brilliant times [in history]" («proÛÒn kallitexnikAEw megalourg¤aw, AEtiw mÒnon eiw taw lamprãw epoxãw anafa¤netai,» 1863:17). Moreover, he points to Renaissance art-especially that of Raphael-as the modern prototype of great religious art (1863:19) .
There are two important elements in Mavroyannis's article. One is his scheme of "continuity" in the history of Hellenism; despite his prejudice against Byzantium and Byzantine art, he does not question Byzantium's place in Greek history. He even points to many similarities among the various "styles"-as he defines them-of Greek art, in order to demonstrate this "continuity." The other, perhaps more important, point in his article is the notion that works of art are the product of a particular historical era and they, inevitably, reflect the quality of that era-be they greatness or decadence. This is a concept that was subsequently taken up in the writings of others.
In 1893, Mavroyannis published a book entitled BuzantinAE T°xnh kai Buzantino¤ Kallit°xnai (Byzantine Art and Artists). Critics regarded it as an important publication, and it was reviewed in several newspapers, which also published extensive excerpts. 11 What is most impressive in this later publication is the change in treatment of Byzantine art by Mavroyannis. While he still reserved the pinnacle of greatness for Classical Greek art, he was now more than willing to attribute the notion of "intention" to Byzantine art, and to admit to the latter's function in serving Christianity. He now regarded Byzantine art as an "original school" («prvtÒtuph sxolAE»), which influenced the art of other Christian peoples and which had been the dominant one of the Middle Ages. He even pointed to Renaissance use of Byzantine subject matter (Mavroyannis 1893:291) . Furthermore, he placed Byzantine art apart from the arts of other "Eastern" peoples and closer to that of ancient Greece, "in the serious, calm and ordered character of the faces, and the decent and dignified rendition of the persons portrayed" («dia tou sobaroÊ, AEremou kai kanonikoÊ xaraktAErow tvn pros≈pvn, kai dia tou euprepoÊw kai kosm¤ou sxhmatismoÊ tvn eikonizom°nvn» 1893:291). Mavroyannis reinforced the connection between Byzantine and ancient Greek art by pointing to certain periods in the Byzantine era when artists consciously tried to revive classical models and to the frequent use of ancient prototypes in Byzantine art (1893:308). This book also presents one of the rare cases, in nineteenth-century writing on art, in which it is pointed out that the Byzantine art that survived to the present was only one branch, namely, the religious one. Secular art-few examples of which survived, he says-did not have the "restrictions" that were imposed upon the religious counterpart and, judging from the few surviving cases, "did not lack either 'life' or movement" («den stere¤to oÊte ÑzvAEÉ oÊte k¤nhsh» 1893:291, 309). Finally, Mavroyannis extended the "continuity" notion, with regard to art, down to the eighteenth century, by considering the "Italobyzantine style" («italo-buzantinÒw ruymÒw»), as he calls it, which developed in Crete and then in the Eptanesa, to constitute "the last manifestation of Byzantine art" («h teleuta¤a morfAE hn °labon h buzantinAE t°xnh» 1893:326).
Perhaps the most unambiguously celebratory exposition on Byzantine art written in the nineteenth century is an article published anonymously in 1890. Among other things, the author called upon artists to utilize Byzantine (alongside ancient) culture as a source for the arts in Greece. 12 The main purpose of the author was to urge the Church to "embrace," as well as "liberate," art for the benefit of both religion and the arts. What he seemed to argue was the need to place the arts "once again" in the center of culture, in imitation of both the ancients-who recognized art as a means for "moral taming and intellectual development" («hyikAEw ejhmer≈sevw kai pneumatikAEw anãptujhw»)-and the Byzantines, who "transformed God's church into a holy theater, attracting and pleasing the crowds, through beauty and harmony" («met°balon ton naÒn tou YeoÊ eiw ierÒn y°atron, t°rpon kai parasÊronta ta plAEyh dia tou kãllouw kai thw armon¤aw» Baroutas 1990:206-207) . The article included a celebration of Byzantine artistic achievements (especially with regard to music), which was still quite rare, even during the last decade of the nineteenth century. And, the article was an eloquent statement of the notion that artistic development and national progress are interdependent, each contributing to the other.
The above notions found an even stronger exposition in the work of Periklis Yannopoulos (1869 Yannopoulos ( -1910 . 13 Yannopoulos repeatedly emphasized the importance of a positive reappraisal of Byzantium, which he referred to as "the greatest and most important age of our past" («h megaleit°ra kai spoudaiot°ra epoxAE tou parelyÒntow maw») (Yannopoulos 1992 (Yannopoulos :13, 1963 «Prow thn EllhnikAEn Anag°nnhsin»), as a necessary step toward the achievement of a (new) Greek "renaissance." 14 Yannopoulos was one of only a few writers at that time to point to the prejudice with which Byzantium had been dealt in European historiography. This prejudice passed into Greek historiography, resulting in a false picture of the Byzantine era and therefore, he concluded, a false understanding of the entire history of Greece, since Byzantium was an integral part of that history. 15 Not only did he envisage a "regenerated" Greece built on the model of the Byzantine Empire; he also emphasized that Byzantium was the key toward understanding both ancient and contemporary Greece: (Yannopoulos 1992 (Yannopoulos :13, 1963 With regard to art and music in particular, Yannapoulos argued that the study of Byzantine models would greatly benefit efforts for the creation of new art forms in Greece. 17 More importantly, he forcefully urged a thorough examination of Byzantine music (as well as Greek demotic music), in order to achieve the creation of new works in Greece. He emphasized the importance of understanding the continuity within Greek arts, and the key role that Byzantine achievements play in the comprehension of ancient Greek art. For Yannopoulos, such an understanding was what would enable Greeks to create worthwhile contemporary art and culture in general: 18 We have, therefore, to recreate now, with our free spirit, our Religious world, with all the liveliness and gaiety of colors, to invest with joyous, celebratory and gilded painting all the walls of our churches, recreating with new mentality and giving new form to our Christian art. . . . Toward this [achievement] we need only study Greek religious books, religious depictions in the churches, the [religious] feeling of the people, and, above all, we must study deeply our religious Art, which is, naturally, in contempt by the Romioi, along with all other things Greek. However, it will not be long before [Byzantine art] is placed next to its lost ancient sister, and above the painting of the Italian Renaissance. And this study, and this recreation, opens the doors, and lifts us up to another world, to a wider world, to a higher and visionary one, to our Byzantine world, of which [Byzantine art] is the expression. . . . Already in Europe, inspirations from, and imitations of, Byzantine art are in vogue. Our Byzantine world is completely unexploited [by us] . . . Priceless are the riches, and priceless is the variety with which we then decorated buildings, homes, royal chambers, new churches; and untold is the precious beauty of the dresses, and of all other decorations of our life then. . . . And apart from the material that the art of that time furnishes us, as subject-matter for painting, it also teaches us and leads us, via religious art, to the Greek concept of painting. It is characterized by transparent line, clear and delicate drawing . . . , by simple, austere colors and their combinations, and by our past (ancient) aesthetic . . . Our Byzantine world is exactly the Propylaea of our ancient world . . . .
ÄExomen loipÒn, na anadhmiourgAEsvmen me thn eleuy°ran t≈ra cuxAEn ton YrhskeutikÒn maw kÒsmon, me Òlh th zvhrÒthta kai faidrÒthta tvn xrvmãtvn, na ependÊsvmen me xa¤rousan kai eortastikAEn kai xrusostÒliston zvgrafikAEn Òlouw touw to¤xouw tvn na≈n maw, anadhmiourgoÊntew me n°an ant¤lhcin kai d¤dontew n°an morfAEn eiw thn xristianikAEn maw t°xnhn. . . . Prow toÊto arke¤ h mel°th tvn ellhnik≈n yrhskeutik≈n bibl¤vn, h mel°th tvn yrhskeutik≈n parastãsevn eiw touw naoÊw, h mel°th tou aisyAEmatow tou laoÊ kai kuri≈tata, h bayutãth mel°th thw yrhskeutikAEw maw T°xnhw, thw fusikã perifronhm°nhw apÒ touw rvmhoÊw, Òpvw kai Òla ta ãlla ellhnikã prãgmata. AllÉ AEtiw Òmvw, den ya argAEsh polÊ o kairÒw, pou ya teyAE plhs¤on thw arxa¤aw xam°nhw adelfAEw kai uperãnv thw zvgrafikAEw thw ItalikAEw AnagennAEsevw. Kai h mel°th aÊth kai h anadhmiourg¤a aÊth, maw ano¤gei taw yÊraw, maw anabibãzei kai eiw kÒsmon ãllon, eiw kÒsmon eurÊteron, eiw kÒsmon an≈teron, eiw kÒsmon ximairikÒn, eiw ton BuzantinÒn maw kÒsmon, tou opo¤ou apotele¤ thn °kfrasin. . . . ÄHdh eiw thn Eur≈phn ai ek thw BuzantinAEw t°xnhw empneÊseiw kai mimAEseiw e¤nai tou surmoÊ. O BuzantinÒw maw kÒsmow e¤nai entel≈w anekmetãlleutow. . . . AmÊyhtow e¤nai o PloÊtow, amÊyhtow e¤nai h poikil¤a, me thn opo¤an estol¤samen tÒte oikodomAEmata, oik¤aw, bas¤leia d≈mata, touw n°ouw naoÊw, kai adiAEghton to ploÊsion kãllow tvn endumãtvn kai Òlvn tvn stolismãtvn tou tÒte maw b¤ou. . . . Kai ektÒw tvn ulik≈n ta opo¤a maw par°xei, dia pantÒw e¤douw y°mata zvgrafikAEw, h t°xnh thw epoxAEw autAEw, maw didãskei kai maw odhge¤, dia thw yrhskeutikAEw t°xnhw eiw thn ellhnikAEn ant¤lhcin thw zvgrafikAEw. ÄExei thn diaugAE grammAEn, to diaug°staton kai leptÒtaton sxed¤asma . . . , °xei ta aplã austhrã xr≈mata kai touw sunduasmoÊw tvn kai thn prohgoÊmenhn maw aisyhtikAE . . . O BuzantinÒw maw kÒsmow, e¤nai akrib≈w ta PropÊlaia tou arxa¤ou maw kÒsmou. . . . (Yannopoulos 1992:69-72, «H Sêgxronow ZvgrafikAE») Yannopoulos's overall celebration of Byzantium, and his emphasis on the necessity for its incorporation into the narrative of Hellenism, brings to a climax nineteenth-century discourse on this topic in Greece.
For a New Greek art: Yannopoulos's aesthetic landscape
The debate on the "value" of Byzantine art was, essentially, part of the wider debate regarding the notion of a "true (new) Greek" art, and the related concept of "Greekness in art." Such concerns had emerged in both the rather simplistic as well as the more sophisticated efforts at art criticism in Greece during the nineteenth century. Many writers occupied themselves in defining certain traits or qualities in art, which could be recognized as encapsulating the concept of "Greekness." Often the criteria employed were superficial iconographical topoi, such as those found in idealized visions of, presumably, country life. Indeed, most articles or reviews negotiating the notions of "Greekness," and of a "national" art, dealt predominantly with ethographic (Genre) painting (hyograf¤a). The painter Nikiforos Lytras (1832-1904) was particularly singled out as a "truly Greek" or "national" artist due to his ethographic works. 19 In the anonymous article from 1890 quoted earlier, the writer echoes the call for artists to create works that are based on the "morals, customs and ideals of national life" («tvn hy≈n, tvn ey¤mvn kai tvn ide≈n tou eynikoÊ b¤ou» Baroutas 1990:207) . The issues of Greekness and Greek art, however, found their fullest exposition in Yannopoulos's works. And, unlike most nineteenth-century discussions, Yannopoulos's treatment of these concepts fed directly into the thinking of the "Generation of the [Nineteen] Thirties," whose ideology dominated the discourse on "Greekness" in the twentieth century.
Yannopoulos envisaged a "regeneration," a "renaissance" of contemporary Greece, on a grand scale-one that would involve every aspect of life: political, artistic, and literary, and at every level of society. The entire structure of the cultural apparatus was to be reshaped. The route to such an overhaul was via the (re)discovery of the "essence" of the Greek race, or of Hellenism. In order to discover its essential qualities, he looked into nature-the Greek landscape, especially that of Attica. Once the essential qualities and characteristics of Hellenism were fully comprehended, they could then be applied to every aspect of life, in order to reshape the entire society and culture. A new "miraculous" civilization would then result, as great as that of the classical era, but not simply an imitation of it; instead, this new world would partake of the eternal, unchanged qualities of Hellenism. With reference to the arts in particular, these perennial principles or qualities were what Yannopoulos referred to as the "Hellenic line" («ellhnikAE grammAE») and the "Hellenic color" («ellhnikÒ xr≈ma»), concepts on which he elaborated in two separate studies published in 1903-4. 20 According to Yannopoulos, the initial task for the creation of a new art and culture was to understand the character of the "race" («fulAE»). To do so, the "physiology" («fusiolog¤a») of the individual Greek would have to be examined and, from this, the "physiology" of the Greek race would be understood. This, in turn, would lead to an understanding of the entire past, as well as the present history of the race, without which no political, social, or cultural renewal was possible. Failure to understand the character of the individual and the race had resulted, during the nineteenth century, in failure to create the "national, ideological world of the race" («EynikÒn IdeologikÒn KÒsmon thw FulAEw»), which, in turn, would have allowed the creation of the new Hellenic world («o N°ow PragmatikÒw EllhnikÒw KÒsmow»). 21 It must be emphasized, however, that Yannopoulos's concept of the "physiology" of the individual and of the race did not allude to biological-and, by extension, racist-characteristics. Instead, it was a highly aestheticised concept: the understanding of racial "physiology" was to be derived from an understanding of-better, an immersion into-nature; that is, through an excursion into Greek, particularly Attic, landscape (Yannopoulos 1992:48-49-«SÊgxronow ZvgrafikAE»). In other words, the essential qualities that were to be discovered in the character of the Greek race were aesthetic ones.
Yannopoulos offered an elaboration of this "national aesthetic" in the two studies «H EllhnikAE GrammAE» ("Hellenic Line") and «To EllhnikÒ Xr≈ma» ("Hellenic Color"). Here we find one of the dominant themes that run through his entire work; namely, that "each person in every land is an instrument for the expression of that land" («Kãye Ghw ãnyrvpow e¤nai mÒnon to Òrganon thw Ekdhl≈sevw AutAEw»). In other words, the people of every place are its creation, and the creations of each people express their place, and are defined by that place; thus, "the basis of the Greek Aesthetic is the Greek earth" («Bãsiw thw EllhnikAEw AisyhtikAEw e¤nai h Ellhnik¤ gh», 1992 Ellhnik¤ gh», :83, 1963 . Nature should, therefore, be our guide in the quest to discover "our" aesthetic; this aesthetic is the very same one that defines Greece of Antiquity, of Byzantium, and of contemporary times, because it is borne out of the same land. This aesthetic, therefore, is to be the "fundamental and unchanged basis" («h yemeli≈dhw kai adiãseitow bãsiw») for Greek art of all future time (1992:84, 1963:16-17) .
The main element of Greek nature, Yannopoulos continued, is "clarity" («safAEneia»); the strong bright light, the transparency of the atmosphere, and the very lucid outline of everything are its trademarks. The luminosity of line cannot but be "the fundamental idea, the fundamental basis, and the inevitable Necessity" («h yemeli≈dhw id°a, h yemeli≈dhw bãsiw, h anapÒtreptow Anãgkh») according to which all (Greek) art must be created (1992:89,1963:21) . For Yannopoulos, the one and only line that defines all Greek art, as well as Greek nature, was the curve: "most clear, most simple, most sensual, most harmonious, most musical, with an ethereal nobility, . . . ever changing" («safestãth, aploustãth, hdonikvtãth, mousikivtãth, me m¤an aiyerivtãthn eug°neian, . . . paralãssousa eiw kãye bAEma» 1992 bAEma» :92, 1963 . He traced the curved line in ancient statues, in Byzantine Madonnas and saints, and in folk songs, as well as contemporary young men and women in the Greek countryside (1992:92, 1963:23) , but in little of the current art and architecture (1992:99-103, 1963:29-30) . Equally important to tracing the line of Greek nature was understanding its color. According to Yannopoulos, "immateriality" («a#lÒthw»), and "ethereality" («aiyeriÒthta») are the main characteristics of Greek color: "Complete nobility [would be achieved] with a few, ethereally immaterial, and hedonistic colors" («IdoÊ to dunatÒn thw enteloÊw Eugene¤aw diÉ ol¤gvn, ouranikotãthw a#lÒthtow kai hdonikÒthtow xrvmatism≈n» 1992:107, 1963:36) .
In his quest for the "ethereality" and "immateriality" of line and color, Yannopoulos inevitably rejected the corporeality of much of modern painting, as expressed in the thickness and roughness with which paint was applied on canvas. He unwittingly expressed a fully modernist canon when he talked of paint-in its "materiality, thickness, and moisture" («h ulikÒthw tvn, h paxÊthw tvn, h ugrÒthw tvn {upog¤vn}»)-as a primary material in painting, only however in order to condemn such practices (1992:127-128, 1963:52-53 ). Yannopoulos, however, did not reject modern painting in favor of academic or some other traditional European school of art. He, essentially, rejected the whole of European art, because it derived from a European aesthetic, which he saw as different from the Hellenic. Furthermore, he rejected European art and the European aesthetic as inappropriate for Greeks. He saw them as products of a different landscape, of a "black, wet, thick, heavy soil; of mist, cloud, rain, snow, cold; of old, gigantic, angry mountains, of thick forests . . ." («Eke¤ gh maÊrh, gh bregm°nh, paxe¤a, bare¤a. Eke¤ om¤xlh, pãxnh, sunnefiã, broxAE, xiÒnin, krÊon. Eke¤ bounã ep¤ boun≈n, yumvm°na, pala¤onta, gigantia¤a. Eke¤ dãsh das≈n puknÒtata . . . » 1992:97, 1963:27-28) . Therefore, Yannapoulos saw the European line as "a crude one, thick, disturbed, powerful, savage, expressive of wild powers and passions, . . . barbaric" («ãjestow, xondrAE, suntaragm°nh, dunatAE, agr¤a, ejvter¤keusiw agr¤vn dunãmevn kai pay≈n, . . . bãrbarow», 1992:98, 1963:29) . In contrast, "immateriality" and clarity that Yannopoulos saw as the fundamental traits of Greek line and color were to be applied to the arts in order to transform them into the proper means for expressing the appearance of the "New World" that was to be created (1992:149, 151-152, 1963:72, 74 ). For Yannopoulos, this "new [Greek] world" required a new art, able to "describe" it, as much as the new art presupposed a new ideological world in which to arise. 22 Because of his rejection of European artistic tradition, Yannopoulos has often been labeled anti-modernist, anti-Western, and someone who "advocated reliance on indigenous models" (Jusdanis 1991:114-115) . This position misses, however, that Yannopoulos considered European artistic tradition quite suitable for Europeans, at the same time that he maintained it was unsuitable for Greeks. Moreover, he did not advocate a return to existing "indigenous" art forms, such as folk art; he preached, instead, a brand new art. This new creation would partake of "eternal" qualities found in Greek nature, which had also been manifested in Greek art of the past-Classical and Byzantine. The new art, however, would imitate neither the earlier times, nor current vernacular forms.
Yannopoulos, moreover, was not adverse to Western artistic theory; ideas of Hippolyte Taine (1828-93) can be recognized in his work. Taine's writings on art had an impact on late-nineteenth-century cultural discourse in Greece. 23 In 1880, his Philosophy of Art was translated into Greek and published in Athens. 24 The main concept in this series of lectures was that the artwork is a product of the overall intellectual, cultural, and social milieu in which it is created. 25 The particular historical environment favors development of those artworks that are in accord with its characteristics, while it obstructs the creation of those works that are not in such agreement (Taine [n.d.] :54). Such notions had wide appeal in Athenian intellectual circles in the last decades of the nineteenth century, and the concept of the "environment's effect" on literary and artistic production was already in circulation even before the Greek publication of Taine's book. In an 1877 review, the novelist Emmanuel Roïdis attributed the "lack" of great contemporary Greek poetry to the absence of the proper environment, or "circumambient atmosphere" («perirr°ousaw atmÒsfairaw»), necessary for the emergence of great artists and poets. 26 An anonymous article from 1889 was written on similar lines, entitled «KallitexnikAE AtmÒ-sfaira» ("Artistic Atmosphere"); it refers to the "lack" of the proper "circumambient air" («Peribãllvn aAEr»), and of artistic atmosphere, which are necessary for the creation of great art. 27 Such utilization of the concept of a close interrelation between the environment and the arts was, however, a theoretical gloss over rather simplistic, populist writings, which reveled in bemoaning the (presumably poor) state of the arts in Greece at the time. It was in the writings of Yannopoulos that these theories received, as we saw earlier, a more systematic and sophisticated treatment.
There was, of course, already a tradition in European thought, long known in Greece, that put forward such concepts-including the theories of J. J. Winckelmann (1717-68), which regarded art to be an expression of the "spirit" of a particular historical epoch. 28 While it is likely that Yannopoulos was aware of such theories (Leontis 1995 :87), we should not undermine the originality of his work: many of the notions in his writings were a product of his often delirious "immersion" in the Attic landscape, through which he wandered endlessly (both literally and metaphorically). 29 He believed that every land expresses and manifests itself through its animals and plants and through every detail of its landscape, from the slightest shades of its sunsets to its most delicate flowers (Yannopoulos 1963 :155-«ÄEkklhsiw prow to PanellAEnion KoinÒn»). 30 Over and over, he described the colors, lines, forms and light of the mountains, fields, trees, flowers, grass, rocks, sea-the entire landscape became a highly aestheticized topos. 31 For Yannopoulos, this topos, which is simultaneously transcendental as well as actual and specific, makes manifest the expression of a Hellenic aesthetic, which is perennial as well as (con)temporary.
Even though Yannopoulos argued that a new Greek art which embodied the Greek aesthetic did not exist as yet, at least not on a "national" scale, he celebrated the work of one artist in particular: He declared "the divine" Gyzis to be the ultimate prototype of a true "master." His celebration of Gyzis knew no bounds. This artist was, for Yannopoulos, the creator of an art and of a "form" that was truly Greek. For Yannopoulos, Gyzis did not merely copy Classical art, or the present reality. His art was inspired by that of the ancients, but he "artistically expresses" («ekdhl≈nei kallitexnik≈w») the present (1992:24-«H SÊgxronow ZvgrafikAE»). Gyzis's art, Yannopoulos declared, was a "twin sister" of both ancient Greek and Byzantine art, but it derived from the forms of the bodies of contemporary Greek men and women (1992:61-62) . Moreover, Yannopoulos often talked of "Gyzian forms," in their "supreme simplicity, and [their] calm, virtuous pride" («hgemonikAEn aplÒthta kai thn AEremon kai agayAEn uperhfãneian» 1992:47). He praised Gyzis's The Children's Betrothal (1877), an ethographic painting, Figure 1 . Nikolaos Gyzis, Banner of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, 1887, gold embroidery. (Misirli 1995) for being a "complete and noble" work («kallit°xnhma ãrtion kai eugen°staton»), apparently as an example of artistic exploration into "our Popular World" («O LaÛkÒw maw KÒsmow» 1992:65) . Nevertheless, it was Gyzis's later Symbolist pictures that Yannopoulos places higher than any other work. This is because with these pictures Gyzis engaged in a creative dialogue with Classical and Byzantine art. Yannopoulos called upon Greek artists to explore the various facets, as he defined them, of the Greek world: the "world of folk people," the "Heroic World"-referring to the Greek War of Independence-and then on to the "religious world," the Byzantine, and, finally, the ancient world (1992:68-73 ). Gyzis's idealist paintings drew elements from both the Byzantine and the ancient traditions, especially that of Classical art. Yannopoulos considers Figure 2 . Nikolaos Gyzis, Pallas Athena, 1887, pencil, pastel, gouache, and aquarelle on paper, 185cm x 120cm, Athens, Bank of Greece Collection 562. (Misirli 1995) the ancient world to have constituted the highest artistic and cultural expression of all mankind; and just as the ancients used the world of mythology as a source for their art, the Classical world should function as contemporary Greeks' own mythological world. With this as a source of inspiration, along with the study of Greek nature, contemporary Greeks would create their own "great new art" (1992:73-74 ).
Gyzis's engagement with tradition and modernity
The late work of Nikolaos Gyzis (1842 Gyzis ( -1901 seems to have fulfilled Yannopoulos's call for a "new Greek art," as well as the demand by other contemporary critics for an art that would be simultaneously Greek as much as it would be modern. From the mid-1880s onwards, Gyzis's painting moved decisively in the direction of Symbolism, as well as the Jugendstil-type art, which was the Austrian/German version of Art Nouveau. In 1887, Gyzis was commissioned to create the standard for the University of Athens [ Figure 1 ]. For this, as Nelli Misirli points out, Gyzis created a "total work of art," in that all the accessory elements to the banner-the golden tapes and fringes, the crowning, and the mast-are integral parts of the work (Misirli 1995:260,264) . Moreover, the schematic, archaizing image of Athena [ Figure 2 ], created for the banner, announces similar images that were to become trademarks of Jugendstil pictures, such as, for instance, Franz von Stuck's (Misirli 1995) the Seventh International Art Exhibition of 1897 in Munich, and Gustav Klimt's (1862-1918) Athena (1898) (pictured in Misirli 1995:353) .
In addition to his "Athena" pictures, Gyzis created other works that negotiated thematic and formal archetypes of fin de siècle art; such as the picture of Medusa, created for a book illustration [ Figure 3 ] and a series of variations on the theme of the Spider [ Figure 4 ]. These are images of female figures, imbued with symbolic and psychoanalytic allusions to mysticism and sexuality. 32 Gyzis's work, however, did not develop into the direction of the grotesque or overtly anguished toward which much of turn-of-the-century Symbolist art developed. In general, Gyzis's Symbolist-Jugendstil pictures, when compared to the work of other artists in this milieu, are more introspective, less anguished, and less overtly sensual. He avoided the appallingly demonic or grotesque, and his images are more idealized and sober. 33 Gyzis often imbued his (Papastamos 1994) images with a certain austerity and idealization that constituted references to Byzantine as well as ancient Greek art. Such a case is his picture of Doxa [Glory] of Psara (1898-99), which was "inspired by" the poem by Dionysios Solomos (1798-1857) on the destruction of the island of Psara by the Turks during the Greek Revolution. Doxa [ Figure 5 ] is squarely situated within Gyzis's forays into Symbolism and Jugendstil. It is an allegory, whereby a monumental, winged female figure, clad in a white dress that transcends time or place, is absorbed in the task of accounting for the dead, "heroic young men" (of Solomos's poem), and is striding over an unspecified barren landscape. There are simultaneous references to classical figures, to philosophical notions (the raised finger), and to religious ones (the angel-like wings); as well as to the particular stylized rendering of the human-female, in particular-figure found in much of Jugendstil art. Psara, 1898 -99, oil on canvas, 41cm x 32cm, Athens, private collection. (Kotidis 1995 Figure 6. Nikolaos Gyzis, Adoration of the Angels, 1898 , oil on paper, 38cm diameter, Athens, National Gallery 596. (Misirli 1995 This innovative mixture of sources was met with some adverse criticism when the picture was exhibited in Athens in 1899, forcing the artist to defend his painting as indicated by his letters at the time. 34 Some of the picture's detractors seemed to argue that Gyzis did not transcribe "accurately" Solomos's poem, while other criticism made manifest the uneasiness with which the picture's formal qualities were met.
Not all reception was negative, however. In one of the positive reviews, the author praised Doxa as a rare case among the exhibited works, where the Idea made itself present. 35 While such a stance was part of the reaction against realism, and the "movement" toward idealism and Symbolism that was realized in Greece at the turn of the century, 36 the concept of the Idea as an essential quality in a work of art became commonplace in definitions of "Greekness" through much of the twentieth century. The praise for Doxa was soon to become more general, in the flood of celebratory commentaries on Gyzis following his death in 1901. 37 Meanwhile, the wedding of classical and religious imagery in Gyzis's symbolist works increasingly acquired a spiritual, often mystical, quality. The Adoration of the Angels (1898) [Figure 6] and Behold, the Bridegroom Cometh (1899-1900) [ Figure 7 ] were two such cases. The Adoration has traditionally been known as Mother of God, but in the most recent (and most comprehensive) monograph on Gyzis (Misirli 1995) , it is referred to as the Adoration of the Angels, following an earlier writer, Figure 7 . Nikolaos Gyzis, Behold the Bridegroom Cometh, 1899 , oil on canvas, 200cm x 200cm, Athens, National Gallery 641. (Papastamos 1994 Marinos Kalligas. Kalligas points to the picture's references to Dionysios of Fourna's Ermhne¤a thw ZvgrafikAEw T°xnhw. He claims that Gyzis's picture is illustrating the "adoration of the angels" from the "Axion Esti" («Ä Ajion Est¤n») as described by Dionysios (Kalligas 1981:172) . 38 The severity and even rigidity with which the Virgin is portrayed in the Adoration, constitute references to an equivalent austerity in Byzantine depictions of the mother of Christ. Moreover, the gold-colored surface with which Gyzis surrounded the circular representation alludes to the common Byzantine convention of the golden background. The latter reinforced the anti-realistic character of the image by bringing to prominence the flatness of the medium and by denying any illusionistic depth. It also imbued pictures with metaphysical connotations by alluding to a transcendental realm.
The connection of works by Gyzis to Dionysios's writings was reinforced with Behold, the Bridegroom Cometh (inscribed "Siehe der Bräutigam kommt immitten der Nacht"). Christ is portrayed according to both the Gospel according to Matthew (25, (31) (32) , as well as to the description in Dionysios's Ermhne¤a (where Christ is presented as "all light"). 39 Unpublished letters by Gyzis indicate that he was interested in Dionysios's work, and that he had studied it (Kalligas 1981:182, 236, note 80) . Indeed, in Behold . . . , Gyzis imagines Christ less as a clear figure and more as a very bright source of light that spreads outwards in circles. It is surprising that during a period in which Byzantine art was widely regarded as decadent, as Kalligas points out, Gyzis studied a treatise on this art and incorporated elements of it in his work (1981:182) . Kotidis, on the other hand, emphasized the influence of Austrian Jugendstil on Behold, the Bridegroom Cometh and regards the picture to be "one of the most advanced creations of central European idealist art" (1995:245) . The difference in emphasis by the two historians indicates the multiplicity of iconographical and formal layers in Gyzis's work. His depiction of the hordes of angels in the lower part of the painting, in an almost vertical plane and in a uniform manner, makes references to both Byzantine representations, as well as to Jugendstil appropriations of such images.
A similar intertwining of various formal and iconographical sources exists in the various studies for the unrealized larger work, The Foundation of Faith/Triumph of Religion (1894-95) . In the dominant theme of the Archangel [ Figures 8, 8a and 8b] the image of the classical, idealized male nude is rendered with austere stylization and otherworldly severity, which alludes to Byzantine religious depictions. At the same time the painted "frames" around the main representations, with the arched top part, point to conventions of icon-making, further reinforced by the gold color of one of them [ Figures 8 and 8b ]. Needless to say, one 1894-95, oil on canvas, 145cm x 73cm, Athens, National Gallery, E. Koutlidis Foundation Collection 302 . (Misirli 1995) should not look for an overt "Byzantinism" in Gyzis's late works, just as no such direct references can be found in other Jugendstil artists' allusions to Byzantine art. 40 Such formal influences, within Jugendstil art (as well as within Symbolism), coexisted with references to Japanese prints, and other non-Western arts, as well as with an eclectic array of elements from past European traditions. Gyzis's late work stands apart, I believe, in that his formal and iconographical references concentrate almost exclusively on the Byzantine and Classical Greek traditions.
For The Apotheosis of Bavaria (1895-99), instead of a composition for ceiling decoration, which was required by the commission of the Bavarian state for the assembly room in the Nuremberg museum of Decorative Arts, Gyzis created a frieze 41 [ Figures 9 and 9a] , thus alluding to classical compositions. Such associations to classical reliefs, which he had studied during his Athenian visits, became more prominent in the frieze-like composition that he incorporated into the image of the diploma for the 1896 Athens Olympics [ Figures 10 and 10a] . The final picture [ Figure 10a ] portrays an allegory where classical antiquity meets contemporary Greece and where the Christian concept of the Annunciation is appropriated in order to signify both the revival of the "ancient spirit," in the reestablishment of the Games, as well as the "regeneration" of modern Greece through the reconnection with its "glorious past." 42 Such ideological as well as formal allusions to Hellenic tradition apparently did not go amiss with Gyzis's contemporaries, if we are to Figure 9 . Nikolaos Gyzis, The Apotheosis of Bavaria, 1895 -99, oil on canvas, 73cm x 125cm, Athens, National Gallery 623. (Misirli 1995 judge by the laudatory writings that immediately followed the artist's death in 1901. The "eternal Greek" qualities of his work were particularly praised, as was the incorporation of such qualities within modernist forms: ". . . Gyzis constantly develop[ed] into the harmonious artist, who united the peculiar, [Greek] national character with the brave influences of world art," wrote D. Kaklamanos in 1901 (43) . 43 A German critic contributed to the "Greekness" discourse:
The fundamental trait of Gyzis's art is, undoubtedly, the ancient, classical character, [which is] the great gift of his country . . Notions of nobility, restraint, dignity, proportion, and grace were repeatedly used in defining both the "essence" of classical Greek art, as well as Gyzis's late, allegorical works, thus pointing to the affinity between the two: 45 [In his allegories, Gyzis proves to be] a genuine Greek, because he completely rejects . . . all violent poses and dramatic movements, and avoids the conflicts of human passion. His Muse is of Olympian serenity and of great magnificence, just like the apogee of arts in [ancient] Greece. 46 Bavaria, 1895 -99, destroyed, 320cm x 600cm, Nuremberg, Museum of Decorative Arts, Assembly Room. (Didaskalou 1999 All of the above indicate quite strongly that the discourse over "Greekness" was in place already by the first years of the twentieth century, in contrast with common art historiographical axioms that such issues did not really arise until the "Generation of the Thirties." It is true that by the third decade of the twentieth century, critical interest in Gyzis's modernist work declined; the aesthetic ideology of the "Generation of the Thirties," which started to dominate cultural discourse, rejected outright all nineteenth-century "learned" (that is, "high," as opposed to "popular") Greek art. Gyzis was not among the formal or ideological references of the artists of this later generation. Konstantinos Parthenis (1878-1967) was among such references, however, and he in turn acknowledged his "debt" to Gyzis. 47 More importantly, the combination of classical, historical, and religious images in his paintings, imbued Games, 1896. (Drosinis and Koromilas 1951) with idealist and symbolist connotations and rendered in a nonnaturalistic flat, often linear, and decorative manner, bring Parthenis close to Gyzis's symbolist-idealist pictures. Parthenis's "grand allegorical, symbolist, and religious compositions" have indeed now been recognized as a continuation of Gyzis's "visions." 48 The allegorical figure of Greece in Gyzis's image for the diploma of the 1896 Olympics is resting on ancient ruins, while she nostalgically reminisces about the "glorious past." The Winged Victory to the right is about to offer Greece the olive branch that announces her "rebirth," as indicated by the Phoenix rising from the flames above the Parthenon [ Figure 10a ]. Approximately three decades later, Parthenis's The Goods of Communication (1920s) [ Figure 11 ] seems to declare optimistically that the country's "regeneration" has been taking place. The voice that called the loudest for a political, social, and cultural "renaissance" in Greece had been that of the Periklis Yannopoulos, in the first years of the century. The aesthetically-defined ideology of his work amounted to a culmination and systematization of the artistic and cultural discourse of nineteenth-century Greece. Yannopoulos's aesthetic concerns met with those of Gyzis, whom the critic considered the greatest modern Greek artist.
Figure 9a. Nikolaos Gyzis, The Apotheosis of
What I have attempted to show in this paper is that nineteenthcentury Greek discourse on the arts and aesthetics repays more careful examination than it often receives. In terms of twentieth-century art historical narratives, the issues and concepts negotiated were very much part of the wider debate concerning the national and cultural identity of modern Greece. Moreover, the specific concerns regarding the character of Neohellenic art and the accompanying concept of "Greekness," Figure 11 . Konstantinos Parthenis, The Goods of Communication, 1920s, oil on canvas, 79cm x 174cm, Athens, National Gallery 494. (www.culture.gr/2/21/214/21406m/g06m009.html) particularly as expounded by Yannopoulos, formed the background for equivalent debates in the twentieth century. Nineteenth-century discourse on the arts belongs, therefore, within the greater narrative of "national imagining" in Greece.
Limassol, Cyprus

NOTES
Note: All translations from Greek are mine, unless otherwise indicated. 1 Koumanoudis was an archaeologist and historian. He studied in Munich (where he was a student of Schelling), Berlin, and Paris. He became Associate Professor of Latin literature at the University of Athens. He published literary and archaeological studies, as well as articles on various subjects. For a short biographical reference, see Argyropoulou (1995:497) .
2
In works such as the Geschichte der Halbinsel Morea während des Mittelalters (History of the Peninsula of Moreas in the Middle Ages), published in Stuttgart between 1830-36, and
Entstehung der heutigen Griechen (On the Origin of the Greeks of Today), read at the Bavarian Academy and published in 1835, Jacob Philipp Fallmerayer (1790-1861) argued that modern Greeks were of Slavic and Albanian origin and that the "Hellenic element" had been completely wiped out from Greek lands by the eighth century. Fallmerayer was not merely some disillusioned philhellene trying to "account" for modern Greek "failure" to compare to ancient glory. His positions derived from a more complex political agenda, part of which concerned his fear of what he perceived as Slavo-Russian expansion, and the threat it "posed" to Germany, which he wished to see united. He was, therefore, against the complete break up of the Ottoman Empire and argued against philhellenic sentiments for a modern Greek state, which, he feared, might ally itself with Russia. See, for example, the introduction in Romanos (1984:7-27 ) and especially Skopetea (1997) .
3 LÒgow ekfvnhye¤w th 20 Ma˝ou 1853 katã thn ep°teion eortAEn thw idrÊsevw tou Panepisthm¤ou ÄOyvnow (Athens, 1853). 4 The article [«Kallitexnikã»] was published in 1855 in the journal Pand≈ra 6(124). 5 Ai≈n, 21 Jan 1853. 6 For the most detailed account of the "fortunes" of the Ermhne¤a, see the introduction by A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus in his edition of the work (Dionysios 1909:aÄ-lbÄ) . For an English translation of the Ermhne¤a, see Dionysios (1981) . Paul Hetherington's Introduction (pp. i-v) is a useful and detailed account of Dionysios's life, and of the adventures of the manuscript's publication; with regard to the latter, the information he gives does not contradict in any essential way Kerameus's account. Moreover, Hetherington's translation uses the same manuscript (now in the Saltykov-Shchedrin Public Library in St. Petersburg, cod. gr. 708) that Kerameus used for his edition of the work.
7 One of the complete added passages-between sections 42 and 43 of the fifth part of the Ermhne¤a [Hetherington, in the introduction to Dionysios (1981) , mentions that the numbers of sections and parts are Kerameus's own invention]-concerns the portrayal of the "Axion Esti" («ÄAjion Est¤n») (Dionysios 1909:ihÄ) . It is this passage that is thought
